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Introduction
In broiler production system, the day-old chick is an 

important starting input for broiler farms which is the 
end product of the poultry hatchery. Therefore, day-old 
chicks should be of high quality, which is determined 
from their post-hatched survivability and growth poten-
tial, such as high growth rate, high breast meat yield and 
low feed conversion ratio [1] and homogeneity of chicks 

Abstract
Due to a wide hatch window, hatchery managers need to deal with chicks of different biological 
ages at take-off, which negatively affects the chick’s post-hatched performance. Consequently, it 
is important to control the spread of the hatch window in order to have a batch of chicks with the 
same biological age. Since the spread of the hatch window is influenced by the hatching time of 
individual chicks, early prediction of hatching time can be used to limit the hatch window. In this 
study, the feasibility of using visible transmission spectroscopy combined with partial least squares 
(PLS) regression for the prediction of chick hatching time was investigated. An experiment was 
conducted with 100 chicken eggs in which transmission spectra were measured between incubation 
day 0 (non-incubated egg) and 8 and subsequent hatching time was recorded. Several spectral 
pre-processing procedures, including smoothing, baseline offset correction, multiplicative scatter 
correction (MSC) and first order derivative, were compared during data analysis. Full spectrum PLS 
(FS-PLS) and iPLS regression methods were used to developed calibration models using different 
pre-processed spectra. The results showed that an iPLS model based on MSC pre-processed spec-
tra resulted in superior performance compared to that of the best FS-PLS model. The root mean 
square error of prediction (RMSEP) was 3.23 hours and 3.49 hours for the iPLS model and FS-PLS 
model, respectively. The result indicates that the use of visible transmission spectroscopy combined 
with multivariate analysis has the potential to accurately predict chick hatching time.
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within a batch. However, a batch of day-old chicks is fre-
quently not homogeneous in quality due to a widespread 
hatch window [2]. Usually, fertile hatching egg requires 
21 days of incubation to hatch and all chicks in a batch 
are desired to hatch at the same time. But in reality, 
chicks hatch at different moments within a time period 
called the “hatch window” which may spread from 24 to 
48 hours [3]. As a result of this broad hatch window, a 
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ing time combined with full-spectrum PLS (FS-PLS) 
regression in the spectral range of 500-750 nm. Results 
showed that incubation day 4 spectra with multiplicative 
scatter correction (MSC) have lowest root mean square 
error of prediction (RMSEP) = 3.41 hours. However, for 
practical application, it is important to develop a robust 
calibration model with a high prediction performance. 
When using a FS-PLS regression, it is possible to include 
unrelated and unimportant spectrum characteristics 
in the calibration model that results in over-fitting. If 
over-fitting occurs, the model will generally have a poor 
predictive performance [9]. To avoid this problem, it is a 
very important step to construct a calibration model with 
only a selected subset of wavelengths instead of using all 
the wavelengths. Therefore, a robust calibration model 
with high prediction performance can be developed with 
properly selected variables that contain only the import-
ant and relevant information to the target variables.

Among several variable selection methods, the spec-
tral region selection method, based on iPLS [10], was 
used to develop a calibration model for prediction of 
chick hatching time with high prediction performance. 
In iPLS method, all wavelengths are splited into some 
smaller equidistant subintervals, and develop PLS mod-
els on each subinterval. Then, the best subintervals are 
determined on the basis of the root mean squared error 
of cross-validation (RMSECV) values.

In this study, the visible transmission spectroscopy 
technique was applied to predict the chick hatching time. 
First, the spectral data was split into equidistant spectral 
subintervals by iPLS; then subintervals which had lower 
RMSECV than the average RMSECV were selected. Fi-
nally, the iPLS model was developed using these select-
ed subintervals. The prediction performance of the iPLS 
model was tested with the samples independent from the 
calibration sample set. The overall results were compared 
and discussed in comparison with results obtained in the 
previous report using a full-spectrum PLS (FS-PLS) cal-
ibration model [8].

Material and Methods
Materials

A total of 100 light brown-shell chicken eggs laid by 
a commercial broiler breed (Ross 308 strain) were used 
in this study. All eggs were collected from a commercial 
poultry hatchery (Yamamoto Co. Ltd., Kameoka, Kyoto, 
Japan). At the moment of egg collection, the laying hens 
were 36 weeks of age. In order to minimize the effect of 
size and weight of eggs on hatching time, all samples were 
selected within a range of 43.5 (± 1.0) mm of diameter, 
56.5 (± 2.5) mm of height which resulted in a weight 
range of 58-85 g. In addition, to minimize the effect of 
egg shell pigmentation on transmission spectra, eggs with 

production manager is dealing with chicks of different 
biological ages at take-off.

The earlier hatched chicks, which are older than one 
day, often show signs of dehydration at take-off and are a 
poor-quality stock for later production. In addition, the 
delay in the collection of the chick batch also delays fur-
ther hatchery procedures, such as sexing, vaccinations, 
packaging, and transportation, which also ultimately de-
lays the first feed and access to water. Several research-
ers have reported that a delay in feed intake is associated 
with higher early-mortality in chicks and impaired per-
formance throughout the growth period [4,5]. For poul-
try hatchery managers, a hatch window of less than 24 
hours is beneficial both from an economic point of view, 
as well as with respect to animal welfare.

According to previous published reports, several 
factors, such as parent flock, egg handling, egg storage 
duration, and incubation conditions, influence mean 
hatching time [1-3]. Due to the complexity of the fac-
tors influencing hatching time, it is very difficult for the 
hatchery managers to correctly estimate hatching time 
and consequently the spread of the hatch window. How-
ever, to obtain high quality chicks and narrow hatch win-
dow, the hatching time of chicks needs to be predicted 
accurately. Since the spread of the hatch window is es-
timated from the hatching time of individual chicks in 
a batch, early prediction of hatching time could be used 
as a means to narrow down the hatch window. Previous 
researchers reported that in incubated fertile hatching 
eggs, blood formation takes place from incubation day 
2 and subsequent physiological changes occur in live 
embryos during the incubation period [6]. Thus, mon-
itoring information of embryonic. Thus, monitoring in-
formation of embryonic development of a chicken egg 
could be used to predict the length of incubation time.

Now a days, spectral measurements are commonly 
used to extract internal information about eggs, such as 
presence of blood and meat spots, egg freshness and em-
bryonic growth. Such spectral measurements have the 
advantage of being fast, nondestructive, and noncontact. 
Moreover, this technique can be implemented at a rea-
sonable price. Preliminary investigations have revealed 
that significant variations in the spectra were found 
during incubation. Furthermore, Kemps, et al. [7] used 
visible transmission spectroscopy to assess embryonic 
weight in chicken eggs. They developed a model based on 
spectral information combined with partial least square 
(PLS) regression. A very good prediction accuracy (cor-
relation coefficients of 0.97) was achieved from the mul-
tiplicative scatter corrected (MSC) spectra in the spectral 
range of 570-750 nm.

In the previous work, Islam, et al. [8] used visible 
transmission spectroscopy for prediction of chick hatch-
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trol the spectral acquisition.

The transmission spectra of the eggs were measured 
over the spectral range of 200 to 950 nm at 1 nm inter-
vals. The integration time for one scan was 100 ms and 
the spectrum of each egg contains an average of 10 scans. 
Since the characteristics of a halogen lamp changes over 
time, the spectrometer was calibrated before measure-
ment using a Teflon block (PTFE push rod Ø45 mm, 
Chukoh Chemical Industries, Ltd., Japan) of 30 mm 
thickness [7]. In addition, the reference spectra were 
measured after each 12 samples to evaluate any changes 
in the reference spectra with time. Furthermore, a cor-
rection was made for electrical noise by recording the 
spectra with no light exposure to the spectrometer. All 
measurements were done inside a black box to shield 
any stray light from entering. The raw transmission val-
ues of light passing through an egg were expressed as a 
ratio of the amount of light passing through the eggs to 
the amount of light passing through the reference at the 
same wavelength [12]. The relative transmission (T) was 
calculated using equation (1).

( ) ( )
( )

 = 
S

T
R

λ
λ

λ              (1)

Where:

T (λ) is relative transmission at wavelength λ nm

S (λ) is intensity of sample at wavelength λ nm

R (λ) is intensity of Teflon reference at wavelength λ nm

It should be noted that the term “transmission spec-
tra” used throughout this text refers to the relative trans-
mission spectra.

Experimental design
Prior to setting the eggs into the incubator, eggs were 

preheated for 16 hours (first 6 hours at 28 °C and the 
remaining 10 hours at 30) to bring the embryos to a uni-
form temperature when they were placed into the incu-
bator. Just prior to incubation (referred to as “Day 0”), 
the transmission spectra of all eggs were measured. Upon 
completion of measurements, the eggs were immediate-
ly placed in a commercial incubator (SSH-02 all in one 
type, Showa Furanki Co., Saitama, Japan) to incubate 
at 37.8 and 55% RH [13]. During incubation, eggs were 
turned automatically every hour through an angle of 90 
degrees until incubation day 18. Between incubation day 
1 to day 8, eggs were taken out from the incubator every 
24 hours to measure the spectral transmission of each 
egg. To minimize exposure time of the egg outside the 
incubator, eggs were immediately placed back into the 
incubator after the measurements. At incubation day 19, 
eggs with living embryos were placed into hatcher bas-
kets at 37.8 and 60% RH [14] and allowed to hatch. From 
incubation day 19, hatching chicks were monitored by a 

a similar shell color (red-value of 0.405 ± 0.015) were se-
lected based on digital image processing technique [cap-
tured image of eggs, convert color image into R, G and B 
image and calculate r-value as: R/(R + G + B)]. Prior to 
incubation, all eggs were stored for 3 days at 15.0 (± 0.5) 
°C and 80 (± 5) % of relative humidity (RH).

Spectral acquisition system
The experimental setup used for acquiring the trans-

mission spectra of an intact egg is shown in Figure 1 
[11]. An illuminating fiber was used for cool illumina-
tion of the egg and an optical fiber was used to collect 
and transport the transmitted light to the spectrometer 
(Hamamatsu C 7473-36). The distance between the illu-
minating fiber and the optical fiber was kept at 100 mm 
to obtain a consistent transmission signal. A halogen 
light source (Asahi Spectra FHL-101) was used for illu-
minating the samples. This light source consisted of a di-
chroic reflector type halogen lamp (capable of cutting off 
infrared energy) in order to prevent warming of the live 
embryo, which is very sensitive to heat. The light trans-
mitted through the egg was received and transported by 
the optical fiber (1 mm effective light receiving diame-
ter) to the spectrometer. The software package PMA-11 
Spectral Analyzer for Windows (PMA Software U6039-
01, Hamamatsu Photonics K.K., Japan) was used to con-

 

(a)

(b)

Figure 1: Experimental setup used for the measurement of 
transmission spectra: a) Pictorial diagram and; b) Schematic 
diagram.
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web camera to record the time of hatching for each egg 
until the hatching process ended. During the monitoring 
period, images were captured at 5 minute intervals. The 
time of capture was also recorded simultaneously. Later, 
incubation time required by each egg to hatch was calcu-
lated as the duration between the time of emergence of 
the chick and the starting time of incubation.

Data analysis
Since the calciferous shell of the eggs absorbed most 

of the transmitted light below 500 nm [15], the trans-
mission spectra of eggs in the spectral range of 500 to 
750 nm were used for data analysis. At first, raw relative 
transmission spectra were normalized by mean normal-
ization technique under each spectrum to minimize the 
effect of variation of egg shell thickness on transmission 
spectra. Among 100 eggs, 1 egg was infertile, 2 eggs were 
failed to hatch and 2 eggs were died immediate after 
hatching. After removal of all spectral information of 
earlier mentioned 5 samples, rest 95 samples were then 
divided into two groups i.e. the calibration samples set 
and prediction samples set containing 60 and 35 sam-
ples, respectively (SPxy method was used to select cal-
ibration and validation sample set). The calibration set 
was used for developing a calibration model, and the pre-
diction set was used for the validation of the model. Sev-
eral pre-processing procedures, including Savitzky-Go-
lay smoothing, multiplicative scatter correction (MSC), 
baseline offset correction, Savitzky-Golay first derivative, 
were compared during this work. These pre-processing 
operations were performed on normalized transmission 
spectra for both calibration and prediction sample sets. 
All spectral pre-processing techniques were performed 
using The Unscrambler® software: Version 9.8 (CAMO, 
Oslo, Norway).

Calibration model development
Partial least squares (PLS) regression multivariate 

analysis was used to develop a calibration model for the 
prediction of chick hatching time. The PLSR approach 
is one of the most popular chemometric algorithms for 
the development of calibration models due to its sim-
plicity and small volume of calculations. Actually, PLS 
regression is a technique that generalizes and combines 
features from principal component analysis and multi-
ple regressions. It is particularly useful when we need to 
predict a set of dependent variables from a large set of 
independent variables (i.e. predictors). Two PLS regres-
sion methods were used to develop models and com-
pared. First, a calibration model was developed using the 
FS-PLS regression method with different pre-processing 
spectra and their results were compared. Then a cali-
bration model was developed using the iPLS regression 
method based on the best FS-PLS calibration model for 
further improvement of prediction capability.

The iPLS regression method was first proposed by 
Nørgaard, et al. [10]. The objective of iPLS regression 
analysis is to develop a calibration model with selected 
subsets of wavelength, which contain only the import-
ant and relevant information of the target variables. For 
iPLS regression analysis, the full spectrum (501-750) was 
divided into 25 equidistant subintervals and each con-
tained 10 variables. Then a PLS calibration model was 
developed for each subinterval. The average root mean 
square error of cross-validation (RMSECV) of subin-
tervals was used as a threshold value for the selection of 
appropriate subintervals. The PLS and iPLS regression 
analysis was performed using the commercial multivari-
ate analysis software The Unscrambler: Version 9.8.

Evaluation of the calibration model
The performance of the developed calibration mod-

el was evaluated using several statistical parameters, 
including correlation coefficient (r) of prediction, root 
mean square error of calibration (RMSEC) and root 
mean square error of prediction (RMSEP). A good cali-
bration model should have a high correlation coefficient 
(r) and a low RMSEP. In addition, the difference between 
RMSEC and RMSEP should be small for a good calibra-
tion model [16]. The quality of the final model was evalu-
ated according to the lowest value of RMSEP and lowest 
difference between RMSEC and RMSEP.

Results and Discussion
Characteristics of visible transmission spectra of 
an incubating egg

Typical relative transmission spectra of an incubating 
egg at different incubation times in the spectral range of 
500-750 nm are shown in Figure 2. The overall shape of 
the incubated egg spectra was qualitatively examined in 
order to illustrate the influence of embryonic develop-
ment on the spectral profile. From Figure 2, it is apparent 
that the transmission spectra shifted up and down de-
pending on the stage of incubation. The large decreases 
in the transmission spectra at 589 and 643 nm prior to 
incubation day 4 are due to light absorbed by the shell 
color pigment “protoporphyrin IX” [17]. However, the 
changes in the shape of the transmission spectra around 
570-580 nm from incubation day 4 onward are due to the 
light absorbed by hemoglobin, which is the detected pig-
ment in the blood [6]. The shifting down of the transmis-
sion spectra from incubation day 3 to day 6 is due to the 
formation of sub embryonic fluid (SEF). With the forma-
tion of SEF the albumen of the egg gradually loses water 
and becomes thicker [18]. This thick albumen reduces 
the transmission of light through the egg and results in 
a lower signal received by the detector. Since the value 
of relative transmission of light after incubation day 6 is 
nearly zero, relative transmission spectra of an incubat-
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eggs. A PLS regression model was developed using each 
subinterval and subsequent root means square error of 
calibration (RMSEC), and the root means square error of 
cross-validation (RMSECV) values were calculated. Table 2 
shows the results obtained from the iPLS regression anal-
ysis. The RMSECV value of each subinterval was used to 
compare the prediction performance of the iPLS calibra-
tion models according to previous reports [9,19,20]. The 
average RMSECV of all subintervals was used as threshold 
value for the selection of appropriate subintervals. Subin-
tervals having a RMSECV value lower than threshold were 
selected to develop the iPLS calibration model. As seen in 
Figure 4, subintervals 5, 14 and 18-24 have a lower or a 
similar value of RMSECV to that of the threshold value. 
For this reason, these subintervals were selected for the de-
velopment of the iPLS calibration model. Figure 5 shows 
the calibration results for the prediction of chick hatching 
time based on MSC spectra using iPLS regression. These 
results showed that iPLS calibration model is simpler than 
FS-PLS model because number of variables reduced from 
250 to 90. On the other hand, the number of PC is larger 
for iPLS model than for FS-PLS model.

ing egg until incubation day 6 are shown in Figure 2.

Calibration models using FS-PLS regression
Initial FS-PLS regression results reveal that spectral 

information from 4-day incubated eggs is more effective 
in predicting chick hatching time. Therefore, in the rest 
of the manuscript we discuss only the results that are ob-
tained from transmission spectra from 4-day incubated 
eggs. The FS-PLS regression results obtained from differ-
ent pre-processed spectra are shown in Table 1. Among 
all calibration models, the MSC spectra based model was 
selected as the best calibration model, because of having 
a low RMSEP, small difference between RMSEC and 
RMSEP. In addition, this model is less complex, because 
of utilizing a minimal number of principal components 
to develop the model. Figure 3 shows the calibration re-
sults for the prediction of chick hatching time based on 
MSC spectra using FS-PLS regression.

Calibration model using iPLS regression
The iPLS regression analysis was used to develop cal-

ibration models from MSC spectra of 4-day incubated 

 

Figure 2: Typical relative transmission spectra of an incubating egg at different incubation time in visible region.

Table 1: PLS results for the prediction of chick hatching time for different pre-processing techniques based on 4-days incubated 
egg spectra.

Pre-processing method PCs rcal RMSEC (hours) rpred RMSEP (hours) Bias
Normalized spectra 7 0.876 2.76 0.882 3.62 -0.861
SG smoothinga 7 0.872 2.8 0.88 3.65 -0.863
MSC 4 0.852 3.04 0.856 3.49 -0.769
Baseline offset correction 7 0.878 2.79 0.885 3.6 -0.825
SG first derivativea 5 0.864 2.94 0.848 3.72 -0.932

rcal and rpred are the correlation coefficient for calibration and prediction set, respectively; SG: Savitzky-Golay method; aNumber of 
segments: 5, Polynomial order: 2.
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calibration models are shown in Figure 6 and Figure 7, re-
spectively. The prediction results obtained from the iPLS 
calibration model were better than those from the FS-
PLS calibration model. The RMSEP was 3.49 hours for 
the FS-PLS calibration model. While using the iPLS cal-
ibration model the RMSEP was improved to 3.23 hours. 
Furthermore, 250 variables were included in the FS-PLS 
calibration model, while only 90 variables were used in 
the iPLS calibration model. In addition, 5 PCs were used 

Comparison of the performance of FS-PLS and 
iPLS calibration models for prediction of chick 
hatching time

The capability of the developed calibration models 
for the prediction of chick hatching time was confirmed 
with the prediction sample set. For this purpose, both FS-
PLS and iPLS calibration models were used to predict the 
hatching time of 35 chicken eggs from the prediction set. 
The prediction results obtained using the FS-PLS and iPLS 
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Figure 3: Calibration results for the prediction of chick hatching time using FS-PLS regression.

Table 2: Calibration and cross-validation result using iPLS regression.

Subintervals Wavelength range (nm) Correlation coefficient (r) RMSEC (hours) RMSECV (hours)
1 501-510 0.2 5.61 5.8
2 511-520 0.2 5.62 5.8
3 521-530 0.47 5.06 5.74
4 531-540 0.2 5.62 5.81
5 541-550 0.42 5.19 5.46
6 551-560 0.37 5.33 5.58
7 561-570 0.38 5.31 5.54
8 571-580 0.35 5.37 5.62
9 581-590 0.05 5.73 6.02
10 591-600 0.45 5.11 5.56
11 601-610 0.37 5.34 5.64
12 611-620 0.44 5.15 5.5
13 621-630 0.39 5.27 5.53
14 631-640 0.53 4.86 5.12
15 641-650 0.46 5.1 5.51
16 651-660 0.07 5.72 5.91
17 661-670 0.09 5.71 5.9
18 671-680 0.34 5.39 5.45
19 681-690 0.45 5.13 5.37
20 691-700 0.66 4.3 5.06
21 701-710 0.6 4.58 5.22
22 711-720 0.64 4.42 4.65
23 721-730 0.62 4.51 4.76
24 731-740 0.61 4.55 4.86
25 741-750 0.08 5.71 5.89
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Figure 5: Calibration results for the prediction of chick hatching time using selected subintervals.
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Figure 6: Prediction results for the prediction of chick hatching time using FS-PLS regression model.
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refinement of the model is, however, required for com-
mercial application.
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Figure 7: Prediction results for the prediction of chick hatching time using iPLS regression model.
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